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Children Reading Mathematics
Math Expressions
"A user-friendly resource that you can turn to
whenever you have questions related to science"--P.
[4] of cover.
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Write Source 2000
Math Expressions
This text offers guidance to teachers, mathematics
coaches, administrators, parents, and policymakers.
This book: provides a research-based description of
eight essential mathematics teaching practices ;
describes the conditions, structures, and policies that
must support the teaching practices ; builds on
NCTM's Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics and supports implementation of the
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics to
attain much higher levels of mathematics
achievement for all students ; identifies obstacles,
unproductive and productive beliefs, and key actions
that must be understood, acknowledged, and
addressed by all stakeholders ; encourages teachers
of mathematics to engage students in mathematical
thinking, reasoning, and sense making to significantly
strengthen teaching and learning.

Into Math
The need for a cohesive and comprehensive
curriculum that intentionally connects standards,
instruction, and assessment has never been more
pressing. For educators to meet the challenging
learning needs of students they must have a clear
road map to follow throughout the school year.
Rigorous Curriculum Design presents a carefully
sequenced, hands-on model that curriculum designers
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and educators in every school system can follow to
create a progression of units of study that keeps all
areas tightly focused and connected.

Houghton Mifflin Journeys
Harcourt Health and Fitness
Presents information on ways to be an effective
teacher, covering such topics as lesson plans,
standards, technology, testing, motivation, discipline,
homework, teaching special needs students, and
working with parents.

Math Expressions
An intensive course of study designed to help
intermediate-grade students understand, respond to,
and learn from nonfiction text.

Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics:
Textbook A
Creative Curriculum
Ideal for the middle school writer in school and at
home,

Go Math!
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Math Expressions is a comprehensive standardsbased K-5 mathematics curriculum that offers new
ways to teach and learn mathematics. Combining the
most powerful elements of reform mathematics with
the best of traditional approaches, Math Expressions
uses objects, drawings, conceptual language, and realworld situations to help students build mathematical
ideas that make sense to them. - Publisher.

Math in Focus
GO Math! combines fresh teaching approaches with
never before seen components that offer everything
needed to address the rigors of new standards and
assessments. The new Standards Practice Book,
packaged with the Student Edition, helps students
achieve fluency, speed, and confidence with gradelevel concepts. GO Math! is the first K-6 math
program written to align with the Common Core. With
GO Math! you will hit the ground running and have
everything you need to teach the Common Core State
Standards. GO Math! combines fresh teaching
approaches with everything needed to address the
rigors of the Common Core Standards. Using a unique
write-in student text at every grade, students
represent, solve, and explain -- all in one place. Publisher.

Journeys Close Reader, Grade 3
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Journeys
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Singapore has been a world leader in math
performance for over 15 years. Bring the world-class
Singapore curriculum to your students with Math in
Focus. Singapore's curriculum was one of the models
used to create the Common Core State Standards.
Math in Focus provides complete Common Core
support for teachers and students. Math in Focus
teaches concepts using a concrete-pictorial-abstract
learning progression to anchor learning in real-world,
hands-on experiences. Problem solving is at the heart
of the Singapore math curriculum and is supported
with a proven pedagogy and innovative technology,
including the Singapore Math, Bar Models app for
iPad. - Publisher.

Houghton Mifflin Math
Making a New Nation, Grade 5
Sourcebook contains End-of-the-Unit Assessment
Tasks for each Curriculum Unit along with suggestions
of what the teacher should look for when evaluating
student work.* Contains both English and Spanish
blackline masters.

Into Reading
Teaching resources for each grade: Adequate yearly
progress assessment guide ; Building vocabulary
[book and flash cards] ; English learners handbook ;
Practice workbook ; Test prep transparencies ;
Transparency sampler -- General resources:
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Combination classroom planning guide (grades K-3
and 3-6) ; Daily math flip chart sampler, Kindergartengrade 6 ; Every day counts: every day in pre-K: math ;
Every day counts: calendar math (sampler for grades
K-6) ; Intervention (strand P3, strand 4) ; Knowing
mathematics ; Literature library (with activity guides)
; Math songs for young learners [compac disc] ; Readaloud anthology big books ; Technology preview [CDROM] ; Transparencies ; Unit Resources, unit 1.

Go Math!, Grade 3
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Success as
a Teacher
McGraw-Hill My Math
The Math in Practice series supports teachers,
administrators, and entire school communities as they
rethink the teaching of mathematics in grades K-5.
The series contains a Teacher's Guide, Administrator's
Guide, and grade level books for grades K-5 which
provide lesson ideas, teaching tips, and practice
activities. --

Houghton Mifflin Mathematics, California
Edition
Sciencefusion Homeschool Package
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Grade 1
Assessment Sourcebook
Go Math! Grade 4
Go Math! Grade 4
GO Math! combines fresh teaching approaches with
never before seen components that offer everything
needed to address the rigors of new standards and
assessments. The new Standards Practice Book,
packaged with the Student Edition, helps students
achieve fluency, speed, and confidence with gradelevel concepts. GO Math! is the first K-6 math
program written to align with the Common Core. With
GO Math! you will hit the ground running and have
everything you need to teach the Common Core State
Standards. GO Math! combines fresh teaching
approaches with everything needed to address the
rigors of the Common Core Standards. Using a unique
write-in student text at every grade, students
represent, solve, and explain -- all in one place. Publisher.

A Guide for Teachers
Take advantage of our pre-publication price and order
now! What can change the landscape of literacy
education in every classroom? The Fountas & Pinnell
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Literacy Continuum: Expanded Edition! The Fountas &
Pinnell Literacy Continuum: Expanded Edition is the
newest edition of the beloved Continuum of Literacy
Learning resource by best-selling literacy authors and
educators, Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. There
has never been a more comprehensive resource
available to teachers that does what the continuum
does - provide specific behaviors and understandings
that are required at each level for students to
demonstrate thinking within, beyond, and about the
text. These behaviors and understandings describe
what students will be expected to do in order to
effectively read and understand the text. More indepth, more intuitive, and more essential than everThe Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded
Edition enables teachers to construct a common
vision for student achievement that effectively and
efficiently engages all students in the robust,
authentic and meaningful literacy learning every child
deserves. The Literacy Continuum provides a way to
look for specific evidence of learning from
prekindergarten through grade eight, and across
eight instructional contexts. Each instructional
context contributes substantially, in different but
complementary ways, to students' development of
the literacy process. With this indispensable literacy
tool, Fountas and Pinnell remind you of The Literacy
Continuum's critical role in transforming literacy
teaching and learning. (Re)Discover The Fountas &
Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded Edition to:
elevate your language and literacy expertise develop
an understanding of the demands of texts on readers
build your understanding of the reading and writing
process and how it changes over time hone your
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observation of students' literacy behaviors teach
toward student integration of the Systems of Strategic
Actions articulate the literacy curriculum within and
across grade levels activate the responsive teaching
that meets students where they are and brings them
forward with intention and precision build professional
learning opportunities with colleagues create a
common vision and common language for literacy in
your school. Look for these new enhancements inside:
Streamlined organization and navigation Expanded
behaviors and examples across the continua First
appearance of a behavior or goal or text
characteristic is indicated by a red square (Behaviors
are acquired and then elaborated over time) Clear
organization of and explicit links to the Systems of
Strategic Actions Four-color design for clarity and
focus Also check out our new on-demand mini-course:
Thinking and Talking About Books Across the Day.

Math in Focus: Singapore Math Reteach
Book Grade 6
Go Math! Grade 2
Journeys
Rigorous Curriculum Design
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual
understanding, computational proficiency, and
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mathematical literacy. Students will learn, practice,
and apply mathematics toward becoming college and
career ready.

Science Saurus
The Creative Curriculum comes alive! This videotapewinner of the 1989 Silver Apple Award at the National
Educational Film and Video Festival-demonstrates
how teachers set the stage for learning by creating a
dynamic well-organized environment. It shows
children involved in seven of the interest areas in the
The Creative Curriculum and explains how they learn
in each area. Everyone conducts in-service training
workshops for staff and parents or who teaches early
childhood education courses will find the video an
indispensable tool for explainin appropriate practice.

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum
Math Expressions
Principles to Actions
Harcourt Health and Fitness (grades K-6) is a brand
new program designed to help students develop
positive behaviors and attitudes that lead to a lifetime
of good health.

Into Math
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Saxon Math 3
Into Reading
Core Focus on Decimals and Fractions
The Comprehension Toolkit
Go Math!
"Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics Common Core
Edition helps kindergarten students build a strong
foundation in mathematics through fun-filled lessons
and activities. updated to align with the Common
Core State Standards"--Cover, p. [4].
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
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